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Introduction 
     Space-time adaptive processing (STAP), originally developed in the field of sensor array processing, has already been shown to exhibit potential for detecting 
cortical activations in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (1).  Previous work has focused on the fully adaptive version of STAP, which is very 
computationally intensive.  In this study, a partially adaptive version of STAP—element-space STAP—is introduced to reduce dimensionality of the problem.   
Methods 
     Partially adaptive STAP schemes transform a large set of input signals to a relatively small set of signals prior to assigning filter weights (2). Element-space partially 
adaptive STAP retains the spatial dimensionality of fully adaptive STAP but reduces the number of temporal degrees of freedom prior to adaptation.  It does so by 
combining the time course data of the 3D data sets into several subsets prior to assigning weights.  Thus, given a full MxxMyxN data set, where Mx and My are the 
number of sensors in the –x and –y directions, respectively, and N is the number of frames, a subset is defined comprising K successive frames.  As a result, the full 
data set is transformed into N’=N-K+1 subsets, each consisting of the full MxxMy spatial dimensionality but reduced to K frames.  These subsets utilize overlapping sets 

of frames.  The reduction of the data set is accomplished via  ( ) χχ H
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(3), thus restoring full dimensionality to the filtering process. The filter 

output, χ
H

wz = , is subsequently obtained as  using this weight vector and the original activated data signal of full dimensionality.   

     For purposes of comparison with the fully adaptive counterpart, performance of partially adaptive STAP was evaluated using the same data sets as in (1).  Thus, 
specifics of imaging are the same as in that work.  Performance comparison was based on amount of CPU running time required for each algorithm as well as the 
accuracy of each in locating the single activated pixel.   
Results 
     For STAP, filter output values were linearly scaled to 256 levels and the threshold was given as a percentage of maximum filter output. Table 1 displays the number 
of true positives/false positives for four different thresholds for each of 15 trials. For the partially adaptive trials, a K value of 1 was used.  Table 1 also displays the 
CPU running time for each algorithm.  In 13 of the 15 trials, accuracy in locating the single activation was identical for fully adaptive and partially adaptive STAP.  
Accuracy of the two algorithms differed in only two trials (14 is better & 15 worse for partially adaptive STAP).  In all 15 trials, partially adaptive STAP showed a 
significant improvement in CPU running time.   
     Figure 1 (a) displays CPU running time and (b) identifying threshold as a function of K, the number of frames in the overlapping subsets. The identifying threshold 
is defined as the largest threshold that ensures no false positive, and a smaller value is better.  In 22 simulations utilizing the same noise environment, figure 1 illustrates 
that values of K less than 5 or between 295 and 300 produce relatively low identifying thresholds and CPU running times.  
Conclusions 
     Results indicate that with selection of a suitable value of K, partially adaptive STAP can attain performance levels near those of fully adaptive STAP while 
decreasing the CPU running time by nearly half.  Furthermore, partially adaptive STAP decreases memory requirements, enabling analysis of larger data sets.   
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True/False at different Threshold 
Trial Algorithm  

60% 70% 80% 90% 
CPU* Running Time(s) 

Fully  5557** 
1-12 

Partially 
1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 

2829** 
Fully  5824 

13 
Partially 

1/2 1/0 1/0 1/0 
2933 

Fully  1/4 1/2 1/0 1/0 5461 
14 

Partially 1/2 1/0 1/0 1/0 2806 
Fully  0/1 0/1 0/0 0/0 5801 

15 
Partially 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 2718 

*CPU type: sparcv9+vis; CPU speed: 400MHz; Main Memory: 22 GB; OS: Sun5.9 
* *Average CPU Running time of 12 trials 
 

Table 1  True Positives/False Positives and CPU Running Time 
 
 
                                                                                            Figure 1 
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CPU Running Time and Identifying Threshold with different K
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